Here I might close, but the place of our assembling for the worship of God, and recent events suggest a few considering. It is about four months since my last visit to this place. The esteemed resident of this dwelling at that time has since deceased. A distinguished fellow, countryman, who was among the living to greet me on my landing, but passed beyond the threshold which I breasted with an intellect of no common order, but formed by study and reflection of the things invisible but now to them eternal and eternal. The infant of a few months, but all been laid in its latter grave beside that of its mother which the grass has scarce covered. A minister of Christ after a few days illness. Lord grant when the invisible eternal world—The invisible—infinite—shall meditate a little.
(A man known to returned by some 7 up
into the eternal world: and after it at
the provincial city, or also in the neighbouring
British Colony, the chief. The young man
at them in middle life, how suddenly
shivered from the post on his horse notion
at looking along the prohibitions
That which bounds the term of
eternity and with them strong temporal
have been exchanged for those which
are eternal. Each monthly mail brings
up the intelligence that the same
events are occurring in the outskirts of
the globe. First then the young and the old,
the distinguished ladies, the influential
statesmen, and others who thrive in
private and social life.—Not to speak of
those who are not only war and famine
can remove from time, I am now confirming
the truth or correcting the errors of
time, by the Knowledge of Eternity.

The object of this digression, my friends is
to impress me truly when
our minds that then instilled
things, may also be any near.
to me, to you. Oh!
The eye is not more designedly fitted for the transmission of light, and the mind to receive its impressions, than the faculty of Conscience to receive the voice of moral obligation, and as through this medium the light of divine truth is transmitted to the soul, so is it the agency of divine grace that the holy Spirit, after it, 
